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Hello gorgeous!

Are you all amped up with this beautiful, vibrant,
summer energy? The sun is shining brighter than ever,
the Universe is sending powerful healing energy our
way, and finally, things have taken a turn for the better
in the world. Little by little, we are getting set up for
having the most magical summer in Leo Season ever -
and we don’t want you to miss out on it! Leo season is
around the corner, adding the last little dash of magic, 
creating the perfect opportunity to harness the positive, exuberant energy of
this season and turn it into your own damn magic. Needless to say, we are
super excited - and now that you have been looped into the upcoming energy
news, we bet you are as excited as us! 

This Leo Season holds soo much magic, and we are so excited to help you
harness and create it for yourself that we decided to send you super special
crystals to work with this month and manifest the change that you need in your
life!

Change is inevitable in life, however, we don’t have to go through it alone.
Crystals, the beautiful present Mother Nature gave us are here to support us on
our magical journey, and to help us always endure, push forward, and create
our own damn magic!
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C A R N E L I A N  &  C L E A R
Q U A R T Z



What Are Crystals Exactly?
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By connecting with your crystals, allowing
the energy frequencies of the crystals to
interact with your own life energy, the
crystals can improve the flow of life energy
in your body, increase the vibes you send
off into the universe, dissolve and heal
energy blockages in your body, cleanse and
remove low-frequency vibes as well as
offer protection from low-frequency vibes.
The possibilities with crystal healing are
endless because when you combine the
frequencies of different crystals in crystal 
grids, you can find a solution to any issue. 

If you are a beginner in crystal healing, then you are starting in the right place!
Each month we will be sending you a Crystal Of The Month Box, where we will
include crystals, charged with Reiki Healing Energy by our Master Reiki Healer
& Founder - Shereen, as well as exercises and rituals in which you can use your
crystals. We will cover everything there is to know about that crystal, and its
various uses from beginner to advanced, and through each crystal, we will help
you to create your own damn magic.

This month we are giving you two of the most magical
crystals in the crystal healing world - Carnelian in the shape
of a tumbled bracelet, as well as Clear Quartz in the shape of
spheres! 

Plus, we included a super special Prosperity Tea to help
you create prosperity, enhance life energy and create
your own damn magic more easily. And now, before we dig
into the meaning and benefits of carnelian & clear quartz,
let’s check out what are crystals and how to heal with
crystals:

Crystals are different minerals extracted from the earth. Each crystal radiates
with a different energy frequency, and those energy frequencies of the crystals
are often used in crystal healing. 
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Carnelian is a well-known sacral chakra crystal that helps in removing
negative thought patterns of self-harm and low self-esteem. Many practices
use Carnelian in meditation to explore themselves and embark on a journey of
making peace with themselves, ultimately discovering self-acceptance on the
journey. Its fiery energy shatters all creative blocks, letting your creativity be
freely expressed. If you are looking to empower yourself, dig deep and
discover your true personal power, then Carnelian is an amazing crystal to
help you to do so. 

Carnelian also enhances creativity and cleanses all
types of creative blocks that one might experience.
If you want to accept yourself as you truly are, find
your self-worth and self-respect then Carnelian is
the stone to guide you towards the road of self-
exploration. Also known as a great stone to enhance
leadership skills, and to help balance our sexual
energies by balancing the Sacral Chakra.

So, how can you use the Carnelian and Clear Quartz of this month’s box?

The most important thing to remember is that every crystal has its own
energy frequency. To use crystals successfully, you first have to study each
crystal's properties. But, with so many crystals around it is very difficult to
learn all their properties, energy frequencies, and uses, as well as how to
combine crystals. 

That is why we created this magical crystal
healing box just for you! We want to help you
learn all there is to know about crystal healing,
individual crystals, and how crystals can
interact with each other, as well as how they
interact with you. Through learning about each
crystal individually, you will soon become an
awesome crystal healer, and you will attain a
vast collection of crystals to help you heal and
balance yourself!

What Is A Carnelian And What Are Carnelians Benefits?

How To Use Crystals?
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Clear Quartz is a well-known crystal for its ability to
heighten frequencies and help us manifest our
dreams into reality. Many practices use Clear Quartz
in meditation to achieve the ultimate balance and
harmony, especially when using Clear Quartz
Spheres in each hand. Clear Quartz has a unique
ability to also dissolve negative vibes which is why
it’s perfect for cleansing purposes as well. Although
Clear Quartz might seem like a plain crystal, it’s 
actually a crystal that brings balance to all chakras, and especially the Crown
Chakra.

If you are seeking more clarity in your life, meditating with Clear Quartz is sure
to help you dissolve blockages that are keeping you from getting a clearer
insight. Clear Quartz is also known for meditations that focus on healing and
cleansing our spirit. 

If you feel like your life path has been blocked and you weren’t able to make
progress with your goals, or you are feeling a little lost and unmotivated when
trying to achieve your goals, then Clear Quartz will help you cleanse and find
your path towards manifesting your own reality. Wearing a bit of Clear Quartz
can also help you to keep negative vibes away, enhance the positivity and joy
frequencies within you and it will also help you to discover the path towards
manifesting your magic. 

Leo is represented by the symbol of the lion which
represents self-confidence, leadership, power, and
vitality. Leo is known as a sign of empowerment, which
is why they are usually very outgoing, energetic people,
unafraid to express themselves.

The fierce energy of Leo comes mostly from the planet
that rules Leo – the Sun. In astrology, the Sun is a
planet, and it’s the planet that represents vitality, life
energy, stability, and passion. 

What Is A Clear Quartz And What Are Clear Quartz’s
Benefits?

Why Should You Use Carnelian & Clear Quartz During Leo
Season?
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This powerful, yet very steady and logical energy also comes from the fire’s
energy as well since Leo is a fire sign. The fire element brings enthusiasm,
self-confidence, courage, and creativity. Leo’s fiery energy fuels up the air
with life energy, brimming everywhere, ready to be absorbed and power up
your chakras.

Crystal Spheres are powerful tools that can either help you focus during
meditation, or heighten the frequencies that you are sending out. Because of
their symmetrical shape, a crystal sphere radiates with high-frequency vibes
in every direction equally, which makes it the perfect tool to keep in your
home - even if you don’t meditate!

In your box you will find two Clear Quartz spheres. We
recommend that you place your carnelian bracelet on
top of them, or between them when you are not
wearing it to help recharge it. Because Clear Quartz is
a natural energy enhancer, it’s perfect for keeping
your crystals brimming with positive vibes and life
energy.

It’s the planet that never goes retrograde, which is why Leos are always
focused stable, and ready to tackle their goals. The Sun also represents
masculine energy, so it’s no wonder that Leo is always brimming with their
masculine energy which is why this is the perfect time to get in touch with the
divine masculine inside you. 

How To Use The Carnelian & Clear Quartz From Your Box?

Clear Quartz Spheres Chakra Balance Meditation
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make sure you can tolerate whatever position you choose.

Take three deep breaths, in through the nose and out through the mouth,
allowing your body to relax more deeply with each breath.

Allow your breath to return back to its natural state.

Imagine that two beautiful white lights are coming from the sky directly into
each Clear Quartz Sphere and through your hands filling up your body. 

While holding that light in your body, start to count each breath. Start with 1
for your first inhale, 2 for your first exhale, 3 for your second inhale, 4 for your
second exhale and so forth. 

Repeat this visualization, three times, taking deep breaths through it, feeling
yourself getting more and more energized.

Once you are finished, express your gratitude for the healing you have just
received. 

Sit in a comfortable position. You will be sitting
for at least five minutes holding your spheres so 

We like to use a sphere in each hand when we
are trying to re-balance and heal ourselves on a
deeper level. To enhance deep inner healing and
chakra balance use your spheres in the following
way:

Hold each sphere in your palm and relax.

Place your spheres in front of you and take a few
deep breaths. Feel their energy. Once you feel
comfortable in the beautiful light energy they
emit, you can take them in your palms.

Your beautiful Carnelian Tumbled Stones Bracelet already comes naturally
filled with beautiful healing life energy, plus fully enhanced with reiki healing
energy by our founder, Shereen. However make sure you leave it with your
Clear Quartz spheres at least once a week to recharge it and keep the energy
fresh and vibrant.

Reinvigorating Life Energy With Carnelian Bracelet
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Wear your bracelet daily, and before putting it on
make sure you hold the thought in your mind for
enhancing motivation, joy and creativity.

Wear your bracelet daily, and before putting it on
make sure you hold the thought in your mind for
enhancing motivation, joy and creativity.

Finally, we also included a little Prosperity tea to help you attract abundance of
joy, and prosperity your way. We suggest you drink your tea before doing any of
these rituals, or simply enjoy it at your leisure. 

Take a deep breath, and feel the energy brimming from your bracelet, to your
hands, arm, shoulder, torso, legs and finally your other arm & palm. Take deep
breaths, and enjoy the beautiful energy. Then when you feel ready open your
eyes, thank the Universe for the beautiful healing & exuberant energy it sent
your way. 

Repeat whenever you feel like you need an energy boost.

Make sure you set the intention to attract exuberant energy your way before
drinking it to create your own damn magic!


